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PUD WATER AND WASTEWATER AS OBJECT
OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Formulation of the problem. The question of the efficient functioning and identifying promising areas of development of one of the most important sectors of the national economic complex - water supply and sanitation (VCG) Ukraine - is always the focus of public institutions, experts, academics, NGOs, the media, the public, due to the special significance sphere of life support for economic and social development of the country, its regions and cities.

Scope VCG provides livelihoods settlements and influences the development of different relationships in the state. She mostly creates a safe living environment everyone - the necessary comfort and proper sanitation city, neighborhood, housing, the environment and the region; simultaneously acts as an essential element of the social and economic environment.

The wording of Article purposes. Aim of this article is disclosure of the contents of government utilities water and sanitation as the object of administrative actions and decisions.

In general, VCG as a system management object space is at a loss. The volume of debt makes financial position consistently unsatisfactory. By this time, more than a million concluded agreements to restructure debt. In this regard, special attention should be given to finance modernization of water supply and sewage systems, taking into account traditional sources of funding and fundamentally new source - revenues from new sector of regional and municipal business, attracting domestic and foreign investment.
Thus, one of the main tasks of the central and local executive authorities and local governments should be to ensure a comprehensive reform program VCG.

The tool solution urgent and pressing problems should be:

• System programs;
• investment management;
• New management mechanisms.

To date, in actual practice of VCG enterprises and programs of development are not captured adequately achieve domestic and international economic, basis management, legal, construction, housing, information, environmental, energy and transport science.

A positive step in ensuring that organizational task was the creation in 2010 of the Ministry of Regional Development, Construction and Housing and Communal Services (Regional Development) Ukraine. Regulation of the Ministry, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 30 April 2014 r. Number 197, stipulates that the Ministry of Regional Development is the main body in the system of central executive authorities, providing in particular the formation and implements the state policy in the sphere of housing and according to the assigned tasks, in particular, approve orders, rules and regulations in the area of housing, the methodology for determining consumption rates of utility services (except for natural gas and electricity), standard expenses and loss of resources used in housing and communal services and regulations for control of housing and communal services.